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Le revenu moyen en Allemagne est (à peu près) 4100€ par mois , le revenu median 3500€. 
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Good Morning Everybody
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Integrated care for older people (COPE) is 
a guidance for person-centred 
assessment and pathways in primary care. 
Initially develop by WHO to be used by 
care or social workers all around the 
world .

This app available on  a smartphone or 
computer easily, allow to each GP, 
whatever its situation in EUROPE and in 
the world, urban or rural, isolated or in 
a primary care team



A guideline development group convened by WHO formed these 
recommendations by consensus, supported by input from a wide range of 
stakeholders. ICOPE is organized around the 6  priority actions:

1-Malnutrition ,  
2-mobility loss, 
3-hearing loss ,
4-visual impairment,
5-cognitive impairment, 
6-depressive symptoms,

If need, to go further,
-A global evaluation it lead to:
 -A personalised care plan, with     

follow up 

The ultimate goal is to avoid dependancy and preserve 
patient autonomy..



https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.universaltools.icope&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/who-icope-handbook-app/id1482388332

If you haven’t already loaded the app on your smartphone you can do it right 
now on play store or Apple Store.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.universaltools.icope&gl=US
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/who-icope-handbook-app/id1482388332


Richard, 79, retired from the automotive industry, has 
been in an Elderly Home for 1 year, he decided to enter it 
after a knee replacement , because he has not recovered 
his mobility.
 - He complains to the staff: With his knee, he walks slowly, 
and to get up from the chair he has to lean on the table. 
He finds that it is not funny to grow old like that.
-No Hearing problems, he wear glasses, no cognitive 
problems, no cardiovascular risks. BMI 25, waist 
circumference 89, blood test normals,  arterial pressure 
125/80.
-The nurse ask you to help Richard and you decide to 
perform an evaluation with ICOPE



What is the result ?



Peter a former diplomat lives alone in a comfortable residence in a large 
park on the heights of the city a governess comes every morning to clean 
and take care of him. 
Despite his 83 years he keeps good mobility and takes long walks every 
afternoons. 
However, the governess noted that for some time he has lost weight he 
neglects his outfit a little, he who was very elegant and smart. Lately he no 
longer remembered that he had to pay the housekeeper's wages and he has 
anger against her.
This worried the housekeeper, and she made an appointment to take stock 
of Peter's state of health in particular his cognitive function.
 In peter's medical file, you did not notice anything in particular. 1,85 meters 
tall for 80 kilos normal blood pressure no cardiovascular risk and his 
cognitive state did not seem to you to be altered during his last appointment 
1 year ago years





Your comments:

•How did you feel with this app? 
•What would be the subject matter improvements you 

could make? 
•Do you think you could delegate this kind of 

evaluation to a nurse or other healthcare staff in 
  your own practice?



Thank you to attend and we wish you a pleasant 
stay in Paris

We will be very grateful if you could 
send your feedback on :
jp.jacquet@lecmg.fr

mailto:jp.jacquet@lecmg.fr

